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INTRODUCTION



HOW TO LEAVE THE EU:

WHAT’S BEST FOR BRITAIN,

BEST FOR THE EU?

by Sheila Lawlor

THE BREXIT VOTE AND THE EU

RESPONSE v REALITY

Britain’s decision to leave the EU in the referendum

vote of June 2016 was not expected to be welcomed

by the EU leadership. At its first meeting after the

vote, the tone was struck for a response which

combines determination to emphasise the common

commitment of the remaining 27 to a united front

with a certain degree of sabre rattling – they may put

obstacles in the way of an effective, constructive and

clean break in the arrangements for the UK’s exit.



Dr Sheila Lawlor

Sheila Lawlor is the Director of Politeia,

where she directs and writes for Politeia’s

constitutional, economic and social policy

programme. Her background is as a

Cambridge academic historian specializing

in 20th century British political and

constitutional history. Her publications

include Churchill and the Politics of War and

for Politeia, Ruling the Ruler, Parliament, the

People and Britain’s Political Identity.
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Donald Tusk, the EU Council’s President, announced

at the outset that the EU would continue on

its pathway without the UK: its leaders were

‘determined to remain united and work closely

together as 27’. (Donald Tusk, 29 June). That

solidarity was underlined again in August on

a battleship in the Mediterranean at a summit

for the three founder country leaders – Angela

Merkel, Francois Hollande and Matteo Renzi – who

reiterated their common commitment to defence

and security. The theme was again prominent at the

next meeting of the 27 in Bratislava in September.

Although the Italian and Hungarian leaders

distanced themselves from the communiqué, their

concerns did not impinge on the German Chancellor

Merkel’s exhortation that they must all ‘get better’

and the bloc must improve on ‘… security, internal

and external security, the fight against terrorism,

the cooperation in the field of defence’, as well

as defence and jobs, she added. (Angela Merkel,

Bratislava 16 Sept 2016.) Again, in her end of year

message, Mrs Merkel stressed that the EU, despite its

faults could do ‘better than the national state’ and

for Germany terrorism was the greatest challenge.
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Accompanying this common commitment to

continuing a united front has been the less

harmonious suggestion that the remaining 27 might

obstruct Britain’s future trade agreement with the

EU. Mr Tusk, for instance seemed to claim that

Britain, to access the Single Market must accept ‘all

four freedoms, including the freedom of movement’,

and there would ‘be no Single Market à la carte’. 1



with Britain, its biggest single export market, and

not as its officials threaten, stymie a deal with Britain

‘pour encourager les autres’.



In fact Mr Tusk’s apparent threat is wide of the mark: not

only would it be contrary to the economic interests of

the thousands of EU citizens whose jobs and livelihoods

depend on selling their goods to the UK, now the EU’s

largest single export market buying 16 per cent of EU

goods exports; it fails to reflect the current legal and

trade framework in which the EU operates.2 The EU has

many free trade agreements with non-EU countries, and

most of these do not include or allow ‘free movement’.

That goes for the two biggest exporters to the EU, China,

which exports €279.9bn goods, and the US, which

exports €196.0bn worth of goods.3



The UK’s position should be simple, straightforward

and clear in proposing to the EU continued free trade

between Britain and the bloc, an arrangement to mutual

benefit. Such a course could be agreed and announced

quickly, giving the economies of all the EU countries,

as well as the UK, (and their businesses and industries)

the stability on which future success can be planned. EU

manufacturers and employees would benefit from their

goods remaining competitive in the UK market place,

probably more than Britain’s manufacturers, given that

the UK imports more goods from the EU (57 per cent)

than it exports to the block (44 per cent). A snapshot of

goods bought by Britain from the EU shows, for instance,

the UK buys one fifth of Germany’s cars each year, buys

$16bn worth of French machinery, aircraft and beverages

and buys almost 7 per cent of all Polish exports.4



For the EU therefore, it is not only in the interest of

the often forgotten EU citizens that free trade with

Britain should continue, but given the variety of

current trade agreements with non-EU countries,

there is every reason for the EU to reach a rapid,

clean, bespoke agreement for continued free trade



NEXT STEPS

BEST FOR THE EU,

BEST FOR BRITAIN



If, however, the EU were to refuse continued free

trade, then Britain should prepare to make a trade



1 Donald Tusk, reported 29 June 2017, said: ‘Leaders made it crystal clear that access to the Single Market requires acceptance of all four freedoms - including

freedom of movement’ and ‘There will be no Single Market a la carte’. http://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/684528/Brexit-Donald-Tusk-Britain-freemovement-access-EU-single-market-David-Cameron

2 The U.S is the EU’s second largest single export market buying 15 percent of EU goods.

3 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/International_trade_in_goods (Eurostat 2013 trading figures) China was the origin for more

than one fifth (20.3 %) of all imports into the EU-28 in 2015 and was the largest supplier of goods imported into the EU-28. The United States’ share of EU-28

imports of goods (14.4 %) was around 6 percentage points lower than that of China, while the share of Russia (7.9 %), which was the third largest supplier

of goods to the EU-28, was a further 6 percentage points smaller. Russia exports E206.6. http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/images/d/db/

Main_trading_partners_for_imports%2C_EU-28%2C_2015_%28%25_share_of_extra_EU-28_imports%29_YB16.png Seven countries accounted for a larger

share of the EU-28’s imports of goods than their share of EU-28 exports of goods: nearly three fifths (59.8 %) of all imports of goods into the EU-28 came from

these seven countries.

4 Taking a snap shot of what the UK buys from a sample of three EU countries – Germany, from which it buys $98.7 billion (7.4 per cent) of Germany’s total

exports, is Germany’s biggest car market buying around one fifth of all the cars Germany produces in a year. From France it buys $36,2 billion or 7 percent of

France’s overall exports, especially machinery and aircraft, and from Poland, $13.4 billion or 6.8 percent of all its exports, of which cars and machinery are at

the top of the list

Germany’s exports to United Kingdom amounted to $98.7 billion or 7.4% of its overall exports. http://www.worldsrichestcountries.com/top-germany-exports.html

1. Vehicles: $32.2 billion

2. Machinery: $13.1 billion

3. Pharmaceuticals: $8 billion

4. Electronic equipment: $6.9 billion

5. Plastics: $3.6 billion

 

France’s exports to the UK amounted to $36.2 billion or 7% of its overall exports. http://www.worldsrichestcountries.com/top-france-exports.html

1. Machinery: $7.8 billion

2. Aircraft, spacecraft: $5.3 billio

3. Beverages: $3.1 billion

4. Pharmaceuticals: $2.8 billion

5. Electronic equipment: $2 billion

Poland exports $13.4 billion or 6.8% of its overall exports to the UK. http://www.worldsrichestcountries.com/top_poland_exports.html

Top five products are.

1. Machinery: $2 billion

2. Vehicles: $1.9 billion

3. Electronic equipment: $1.8 billion

4. Furniture, lighting, signs: $876.9 million

5. Meat: $490.4 million
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agreement with the EU to access the Single Market

from outside, just as is done by other non-EU

countries, which trade successfully with the EU

under WTO rules and without any question of their

following the four freedoms. As the authors of this

analysis make clear, the UK should prepare for that

option rather than get bogged down in protracted

arrangements with an unwilling or obstructive EU.

In the pages which follow, two of Britain’s leading

lawyers working in the field of UK and EU law and a

leading economist, whose specialisms include trade

economics, explain how Britain can best proceed to

reap the benefits of Brexit and most effectively leave

the EU. The basis for future trade with the wider world

stretching from the US to China as well as the EU is

set out for trade in goods and services. If followed, not

only will Britain and the EU benefit from continued

trade in EU goods. But trade in services, from which

EU capitals benefit because of the availability of

expertise and capital in London, which is one of the

world’s two leading financial centres, will also flourish.

Such arrangements would be clear, straight forward

and best for the economies and trade of the EU 27,

just as they would be for Britain.

Martin Howe QC explains the legal framework for an

effective UK departure from the EU in line with EU and

UK law before and after invoking Article 50 of TEU. It

proposes the arrangements for future UK trade with

non-EU countries and the EU and explains the next

steps for the negotiations. Brexit, says Howe, a lawyer

specialising in European law, can be carried out rapidly

and painlessly either on the basis of continued free

trade which Britain should offer, or, if the EU is unwilling

to take that course, Britain should waste no further

time and go instead for the option of trading on WTO

arrangements as other non EU countries already trade

with many different bespoke arrangements.

Patrick Minford, Professor of Applied Economics

at Cardiff University, explains that the EU damages

not only the UK, but all existing members of the

EU, and that to become viable as a political entity

and command authority once more, the EU needs

to change direction and dedicate its powers over

commercial policy to free trade. Its regulative powers

should be delegated back to national authorities under

mutual recognition. Its fourth freedom of free migration

should be abandoned as quite unnecessary to trade



integration and dangerous to inter-country unity

because of the provocation of large scale transfers.

The Brexit vote, explains Minford, represented a

challenge by consumers against producers for whom

the Single Market protects their interests through

tariffs and regulation, raising costs for consumers

significantly higher than world costs would justify.

Leaving the Single Market will result in cheaper goods

and consumer prices with beneficial consequences

for Britain’s economy. In fact, the EU consumers

across the bloc also pay dearly for goods on account

of the Single Market structures and protectionism.

The message for EU reform is clear: by removing the

regulatory and tariff costs under the Single Market,

national economies would stand to gain.

Barnabas Reynolds, an EU UK lawyer who leads the

regulatory practice in his City law firm, explains how the

UK’s financial services and the EU can benefit from Brexit

under a deal which follows two principles: (1) respecting

the result of the UK’s referendum: and (2) respecting

the integrity of the EU’s legal requirements. He proposes

that the UK seek an equivalence-based relationship with

the EU in financial services. This would build on current

arrangements in which many EU financial services laws

allow financial institutions in third countries to access the

Single Market if their laws are deemed “equivalent” to

the EU’s in a relevant area. This happens with respect to

Institutions in a range of countries, including companies

incorporated in the US, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland,

Canada, Mexico and others. Equivalence would provides a

workable and mutually beneficial underpinning for a UKEU agreement after Brexit. Given the UK’s close political,

geographical and economic ties to the EU, it is likely that

an equivalence regime will be even more successful and

mutually beneficial than it is in other jurisdictions.

The approach explained by the three authors would

respect the referendum result, since the obligations

of Single Market membership would be ended, along

with the application of the EU’s four freedoms, and

UK sovereignty would be restored – something which

the voters clearly wanted.5 It would make for a clean,

but amicable break, bring mutual benefit to the

economies and livelihoods of UK and EU citizens, and

open the way for Britain to take her place as a good

friend to her European neighbours and work closely

with them for the common good. •



5 Ruling the Ruler:Parliament, The People and Britain’s Politeical Identity, Politeia 2016. Ruling the Ruler: Parliament, the People and Britain’s Political Identity
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SL, Politeia, December 2016
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PART I.



THE LEGAL AND TRADE

FRAMEWORK

by Martin Howe QC



LEAVING THE EU – TRADING FOR THE FUTURE:



A STRAIGHTFORWARD AND

SIMPLE STRATEGY



T



his analysis opens by explaining the formal

arrangements for leaving the EU and the legal

bases (chapters I-II) .



Invoking Article 50 TEU is the only legal and practical

route for the UK to withdraw from the EU following

the Leave referendum result. This is intended to take

place by the end of March 2017 pursuant to a

Parliamentary Bill following the outcome of the

Supreme Court challenge to the government’s right to

invoke Article 50.

It then considers the arrangements for future UK trade

with the world and the EU (III-VII).

It explains how the UK should (i) take over directly the

existing free trade relationships with third countries

under the existing EU-third country trade agreements,

(ii) preserve its free trade relationship with the EFTA

countries, (iii) and start negotiating additional and

improved free trade agreements in advance of actual

exit from the EU to take effect after exit, (iv) how to

proceed so as to leave the Single Market with all its
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negative consequences and instead maximise the

UK’s access to the Single Market, and (v) what aims

and negotiating tactics should be pursued to seek

long term agreement governing trade and other

relationships with the remaining EU.In respect of the

EU and the Single Market, it proposes that the UK’s

aim should be a straightforward and simple trade

agreement with the EU with three main element – a

free trade agreement,, general rules on free movement

of goods and services and continued access for goods

and services under existing regulations and directives.

For the future, one course for Britain might be to

seek readmission to EFTA, the free trading group

of states which remains legally independent of the

EU and has been more successful than the EU in

striking trade deals around the world. EFTA should

not be confused with the EEA (European Economic

Area, founded in 1992) consisting of the EU and

three EFTA states Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.

all of which are covered by the EU’s four freedoms

(goods, capital, services and persons) and the rules

on competition and state aid.
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REASONS FOR THE

BREXIT DECISION



1.1



Two misconceptions about reasons for exit:



1



ARTICLE 50 OF THE TREATY ON

EUROPEAN UNION (TEU)

6



That Britain is against globalisation

au contraire Britain favours global free trade

and EU membership is seen as inhibiting our

ability to trade globally



the Brexit decision was taken for

2 That

political reasons even though leaving the

EU would be economically damaging:

au contraire the UK’s international trade has

developed to a point where continued EU

membership is economically damaging



Under Article 50 (see Appendix) any member

state can leave the EU. This right may be exercised

unilaterally by the member State and is not

dependent upon the agreement or cooperation of the

EU institutions or other member states. Nor can the

remaining member states prevent the withdrawing

State’s membership coming to an end at a maximum

period of 2 years after notice is given (Article 50(3)).



6



how that framework will be negotiated and agreed.

It seems that that would be achieved via the general

treaty provisions authorising agreements between

the EU and non-member states. The most relevant

of these are Article 207 TFEU which authorises

commercial (i.e. trade) agreements, and Article 217

TFEU which authorises association agreements.

Article 50 TEU raises a number of issues:



Article 50 authorises and encourages an agreement

between the remaining EU and the withdrawing

state on ‘the arrangements for its withdrawal’ and

envisages a ‘framework for its future relationship with

the Union’. It provides for the withdrawal agreement

to be negotiated in accordance with Article 218(3)

TFEU (Treaty on the Functioning of the European

Union) (which regulates the making of agreements

between the Union and third countries), but with

the withdrawing state excluded from the Council

of Ministers for the purposes of the negotiation. In

order to be authorised by the EU, the agreement on

withdrawal arrangements needs (1) the consent of the

European Parliament, and (2) approval by the Council

of Ministers by QMV (see Article 50(2)).



1.1.1 WHAT IF ALL IS

SWEETNESS AND LIGHT?

If there is good progress and rapid agreement on

terms for withdrawal and the future relationship,

then the actual date for withdrawal could be

brought forward from the end of the 2-year period,

since Art. 50(3) states that the EU treaties shall

cease to apply to the State from the (agreed) date

of entry into force of the withdrawal agreement

(see Article 50(3)).



formal steps of agreeing it (as distinct from informally

pre-negotiating the intended text) could only take

place after the date of actual withdrawal. If such a

literalistic argument were upheld, it would be a first in

EU law.

Since the withdrawing State will be a ‘third state’ by

the time the future relationship agreement comes into

force, there seems no real difficulty in negotiating and

approving the agreement under the Treaty provisions

dealing with agreements with third states so that the

agreement can come seamlessly into force from the

date of withdrawal. Denmark was treated as a ‘third

state’ for negotiating agreements between itself and

the then EC on matters falling within Denmark’s home

affairs opt-out Protocol.



1.1.2 WHAT IF NO AGREEMENT CAN

BE REACHED?



6 Treaty on European Union, originally the Maastricht Treaty of 1993, as amended by the Lisbon Treaty of 2008



In practice a UK agreement on the terms of

withdrawal would most likely be linked to reaching

agreement at least on the key trade-related terms of

the future relationship. It would not be satisfactory for

either party to conclude the withdrawal arrangements

and bring Britain’s membership to an end if the future

relationship were left up in the air while negotiations

of indefinite duration proceeded.
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While Article 50 TEU envisages that there will be a

‘framework’ for the future relationship between the

withdrawing State and the EU, it does not specify



One oddity of Article 50, is that it does not explicitly

authorise the agreement on the future relationship

to be made under its machinery prompting some to

suggest it is not possible to conclude an agreement in

advance of actual withdrawal. This would mean that the
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If no withdrawal agreement can be reached, either

because the terms of withdrawal themselves are

problematic or because a satisfactory framework for

the UK’s future relationship with the EU cannot be

agreed, then under Article 50(3) the UK’s membership

of the EU would terminate unless both the European

Council (acting unanimously) and with UK consent,

extended the time.

Some commentators have, strangely in my view, seen

this as a negative feature of the Article 50 procedure,

for a country withdrawing. Far from that being so, if

Article 50 had no time limit, the EU could tie up the

withdrawing state in ‘years of uncertainty’ as those

opposed to leaving were prone to allege. Not only is

the timing of the initiation of the formal Article 50

procedure under the UK’s control (as the withdrawing

state), but it allows the UK to set a firm end point

beyond which the uncertainty cannot go on.

At the same time, however, it is vital that the UK

recognises that it must be willing to exit the EU on that

final date without an agreement if that proves necessary

and then trade with the remaining EU under WTO

terms. Under the WTO Agreements (GATT 1994, Article

XXIV) each party would be obliged to levy its standard

external tariffs on imports of goods from the other

party. It seems that in such circumstances (given the

EU’s average external tariffs), UK producers would face
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tariffs on their goods exports to the remaining EU that

would be substantially less than the UK’s current net EU

budget contribution. In view of the large trade imbalance

in goods, the UK would then levy tariffs on imports from

the EU which would be substantially greater, although

the amount raised would depend upon the UK’s own

decisions about what tariffs it would impose after exit on

imports under its own uniform tariff policy.

To negotiate a good agreement with the EU, one

which serves Britain’s and the EU’s mutual interests,

it is essential that the UK pursues a twin track policy.

While seeking to negotiate a trade agreement with

the EU and prepare for its implementation, it must

simultaneously prepare for and be in a position to

execute an external trade policy without an agreement

with the EU if necessary. This is not because a

successful agreement with the EU is unlikely, but

because having no alternative plan in the event of no

agreement, is a recipe for disaster. The UK would find

itself obliged to agree to whatever terms are offered,

just as the Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras was over

the 2015 bailout terms dictated to Greece. It should also

be pointed out that leaving without an agreement in

place at the day of exit does not prevent an agreement

being reached in the future- and indeed, this might

prove easier once political tensions raised by the UK’s

exit have subsided.



1.1.3 AN AGREEMENT OR

AGREEMENTS WITH THE EU?

The focus of attention of the UK’s future relationship

with the EU has been on a trade agreement. There

are, however, other areas where it would be mutually

beneficial to carry forward on the basis of cooperation and agreement, aspects of current UK-EU

arrangements such as sharing intelligence and security

cooperation and participating in pan-European higher

education or research projects and programmes.

There are also strong arguments against attempting

to include trade and non-trade UK/EU agreements in

a single all-embracing agreement. Why is this?

Trade arrangements should command priority.

Concluding an overall agreement would be more time

consuming and difficult, given that agreement would

need to be reached on a large range of individual

issues before the key provisions on trade could be put

into effect.
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The different aspects of an all-encompassing agreement

would entail different ratification procedures. A trade

agreement of limited scope falling within the EU’s

common commercial policy could be agreed by the EU

alone (i.e. without the individual member states needing

to be parties), in some circumstances and by QMV

rather than unanimity in the Council of Ministers, so long

as certain provisions are avoided which might trigger

a need for unanimity. On the other hand, agreements

covering matters not wholly within EU exclusive

competence, which are ‘mixed competence’ or member

state competence, would need each member state to be

a treaty signatory. In this case each member state would

have to ratify in accordance with its own constitutional

procedures. (Note that the fact that the EU Canada FTA

is a ‘mixed competence’ agreement enabled Romania

to put a spoke in the works by refusing to ratify as a

result of a visa dispute between itself and Canada, and

that was followed by Wallonia holding up ratification

apparently for agricultural protectionist reasons.)



1.2



BEFORE WITHDRAWAL-AMENDING

UK DOMESTIC LAW



An all-encompassing single agreement (or indeed a

series of agreements legally linked together) would

create a ‘lobster pot’ effect which makes it difficult to

withdraw from an area of cooperation or to require

its terms to be revised without bringing to an end

the entire arrangement between the UK and the EU

including its trade related aspects. (Switzerland now

finds itself inside such a ‘lobster pot’ since it unwisely

agreed that the migration provisions of its bilateral

treaties with the EU be linked with its agreements on

free movement of goods and services).



1.1.4 NEXT STEPS

Invoking Article 50 TEU is the only legal and

practical route for the UK to withdraw from the

EU following the Leave referendum result. This is

intended to take place by the end of March 2017

pursuant to a Parliamentary Bill following the

outcome of the Supreme Court challenge to the

government’s right to invoke Article 50.

The timing of the formal notice under Article 50(2) should

be carefully calibrated first to allow a period of planning

and pre-negotiation, and secondly to ensure that by the

time of the expiry of the 2-year period in Article 50(3), the

UK will have completed all necessary internal and external

preparations for withdrawal, and be ready (as a last resort)

to exit on that date with viable alternative arrangements

ready if there is no agreement with the EU. •
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1.2.1 UK LAW AND EU LAW:

THE PRESENT POSITION

After over 40 years of membership, a large

number of UK laws are derived from or affected

by EU membership, and these fall into a number of

categories.

First, there are ‘directly applicable’ EU laws, such

as EU Regulations and parts of the EU treaties,

which have become part of the internal law of

the UK and of other Member States, without

any action on the part of national legislatures or
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other authorities. EU ‘directly applicable’ laws are

given legal effect in the UK by Section 2(1) of the

European Communities Act 1972. Such laws and

treaty provisions would lapse automatically, ceasing

to remain part of UK law from the withdrawal date.

Rather than leave a vacuum in the law, it would

be necessary to have a new domestic law in place

to cover the subject matter. For example, it would

not be acceptable to have a vacuum in the law on

the licensing of medicines if the UK ceases to be

covered by Regulation (EC) No 726/2004 on the

authorisation and supervision of medicinal products

by the European Medicines Agency.
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